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Abstract 
To improve the fatigue life of components subject to loads with high surface strain gradients, 
it is possible to coat them with an alloy of higher durability. The present study focuses on the 
effect of cladding high value track components, made of a standard rail steel UIC 900A/grade 
260, with a layer of a premium martensitic stainless steel to reduce wear and fatigue.  The laser 
cladding process inevitably generates residual stresses in the clad and parent metal, which 
could be detrimental to the integrity of the component. Therefore, measurements to determine 
the residual stress state of cladded rail were performed using semi-destructive centre-hole and 
deep hole drilling and non-destructive neutron diffraction techniques. Subsequently, the effects 
of cycling loading and wear, representative of typical service loads, on the redistribution of the 
residual stress field were investigated. It was observed that laser cladding causes a triaxial 
compressive residual stress field in the clad and near the interface and a tensile stress field in 
the parent material. The stress field is shown to change when the first cycle of load is applied 
but reaches a steady state after only 10 cycles: After the 10th cycle there is no evidence that 
the clad continues accumulating strain which could indicate that there is low risk of ratcheting. 
Wear effect on residual stress redistribution was found to be local on the surface of the 
specimen only. 
1. Introduction 
Wheel/rail interface conditions are becoming more severe as contact stresses rise and train 
speeds increase [1]. There is also a growing level of rail traffic [2]. As a result, more attention 
is being paid to solutions to increase wheel and rail life. New materials are being developed 
and new processes including additive manufacturing techniques, such as laser cladding, for 
adding premium materials to a standard grade substrate to increase rolling contact fatigue 
(RCF) and wear life. These approaches are preferable to the application of curve lubricants and 
top of rail friction modifiers which are known to reduce damage levels [3][4][3] as the wayside 
applicators used require regular maintenance [5]. 
Coatings are used for many applications where the properties of the surface are required to be 
different to the bulk material. In large scale industries, coatings are used in various fields from 
power generation [6–8], transportation [9–11] and healthcare [12,13], but there is no 
widespread use of such coatings in the railway industry so knowledge of how they behave in 
the wheel/rail interface is limited. 
Recent small and full-scale tests simulating a wheel/rail interface have indicated that cladding 
of martensitic stainless steel (MSS) and Stellite 6 shows real promise across a wide range of 
contact conditions (including those relevant for tangent and curved rail and those typical of 
wheel/switch blade contact) in terms of their wear resistance and suppression of crack initiation 
[14–17]. Laser cladding shows presents a better option than other similar processes such as arc 
welding as it produces a finished coating with less porosity and more homogeneity and 
properties are more easily controlled. 
Crack initiation and progression follows a number of stages [18]. Initiation is driven by a 
ratchetting process; crack growth is then progressed due to contact stresses; finally, cracks can 
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turn down and develop rapidly due to bending. This can lead to rail breaks if not arrested. 
Bending tests have been carried out on clad rail specimens [16]. These showed that MSS 
outperformed standard grade rail. Stellite 6, however, failed prematurely. This was due to some 
porosity, but may also have been influenced by its tensile residual stress state, which differs 
from the compressive state in the MSS layer [16]. 
When it comes off the production line, rail typically has a compressive residual stress. This is 
beneficial as this has been shown to improve wear and RCF resistance [19,20]. Post 
manufacturing heat treatment to increase hardness can help increase compressive residual 
stresses [21]. However, it was found in this work that using 40 seconds cooling rather than 20 
seconds reduced the compressive stress reached. Variations in the thermal parameters used in 
laser cladding could possibly cause similar effects. 
As a wheel or rail surface is plastically deformed and work hardened during rolling cycles 
during the passage of train wheels the compressive residual stress is increased [22]. In wheels, 
however, high thermal events, for example, tread braking or a wheel slide, can change the 
residual stress below the surface to tensile [22,23]. The same principle may apply to rail from 
a wheel slide/spin and lead to crack initiation and squat formation. Laser clad layers have much 
more tolerance to high heat input from sliding [24] which may help in this regard. It has also 
been noted that at high contact stresses internal residual tension may develop and cause 
promote sub-surface fatigue cracking. Coarse microstructures have also been shown to induce 
tensile residual stress, where finer microstructures remain compressive in rolling-sliding 
contacts [25]. This should be less of a problem in cladding application but must be considered. 
Weld repairs (that involve similar thermal processes to cladding) in rail can induce 
unfavourable residual stress conditions. Optimisation of the application process, however, can 
ensure that a good level of compressive residual stress is achieved [26]. 
When implementing new solutions to improve rail life that involve addition of material to the 
rail (weld repair; cladding etc.), it is clear that residual stresses must be fully characterised 
understood in order to optimise the material choice/thermal processing parameters to avoid 
conditions that may lead to delamination/damage. In the case of the clad layer, this could help 
in reducing the likelihood of damage and in applying multiple layers (to increase depth of 
material applied), where a tensile residual stress may result in delamination. 
Understanding of residual stresses is also important in planning grinding strategies for the clad 
layers. If sharp radii are left in the contact zone high residual stresses could be generated and 
lead to sub-surface fatigue being induced [22,27]. Removal of too much material may remove 
the region of peak compressive residual stress [23]. 
Residual stresses in rails generally are understood. Residual stresses that are developed in the 
rail as a result of laser cladding, alter the mean stress of the cyclic bending loads that are 
endured by tracks. The effects of changing the mean stresses on fatigue life are well established 
[28] but until the residual stress field in track is measured, it is difficult to estimate its direct 
effect as high levels of load could result in residual stress redistribution and therefore change 
of mean stress. 
The residual stress fields generated by the cladding of rail have not been investigated 
previously. In particular, it is not known how the stresses affect the performance of the 
components subject to cyclic loading [29,30]. Therefore, this study is intended to 
experimentally measure the residual stresses rail coated using laser cladding. Various semi-
destructive and non-destructive techniques such as centre hole drilling, deep hole drilling, and 
neutron diffraction are used to measure as-cladded residual stress fields. In-situ loading neutron 
diffraction method was used to monitor the change in the clad residual stress as cyclic bending 
stress is applied on the clad rail. A through discussion on the uncertainty of measuring residual 
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stresses with different techniques and different instruments was provided to consolidate the 
residual stress measurements. 
2. Experimental procedures 
2.1. Material and specimens 
The rail material was pearlitic steel (UIC 900A/grade 260) and the clad material is martensitic 
steel of composition (0.04% C, 13% Cr, 4.1% Ni, Fe Balanced) [31]. Rail steel Grade 260 has 
elastic modulus of 207 GPa and a 0.2% proof strength of 470 MPa [32]. The martensitic steel 
clad material has an elastic modulus 208 GPa and 0.2% proof strength 540 MPa [33]. 
Schematic of the cladded specimen used in the residual stress measurement programme and its 
dimensions are shown in Figure 1A.  Figure 1B shows the location of various residual stress 
measurements carried out on the specimen. As Figure 1A shows the clad had been deposited 
over the upper surface in two passes to a depth of ~2 mm and ground to a nominal thickness of 
1.2 mm. Preliminary measurement showed the clad depth varies between 1.1 and 1.3 mm depth. 
The details of the cladding parameters are the intellectual property of Laser Cladding Ltd., as 
such, cannot be disclosed. The specimen shown in Figure 1A was 0.5 m long; it was sectioned 
in half length-wise to create one sample for semi-destructive residual stress measurements (i.e. 
centre hole drilling and deep hole drilling) and another for non-destructive (i.e. neutron 
diffraction) in-situ loading measurements. It is assumed that the cladding process was 
approximately steady-state over the length and as such the stress measurements on the two 
halves are comparable. The required bending loads were reduced by cutting the bending sample 
at the half-height. As will be shown later, the stress state is essentially zero by this depth and 
there is no redistribution of residual stresses as result of half-height cut. 
2.2. Semi-destructive Stress Measurements 
Semi-destructive techniques for residual stress measurement, unlike non-destructive 
techniques such as neutron diffraction, rely on mechanical removal of the material. As such, 
comparison the measurements made using the two types of techniques (semi-destructive and 
non-destructive) can provide useful insight into their reliability. Here we have used two semi-
destructive methods: the incremental centre hole drilling (ICHD) technique, which has low 
depth penetration but is accurate at the surface, and incremental deep hole drilling (IDHD), 
which can measure deep into a sample but does not provide reliable data at the surface [34]. 
ICHD measures in-plane residual stress components by incrementally drilling a hole and 
measuring the change in surface strain as the stresses redistribute. Reverse calculations are used 
to determine the initial residual stress state. The formulae and coefficients required for the 
reverse calculations have been determined by experimental and numerical study and are found 
in ASTM Standard E837-13a [35] along with detailed guidelines on how to perform the process 
accurately. Depth resolution is obtained by incrementally increasing the hole depth. ICHD is 
restricted to near surface measurements although greater depth can be obtained by using a 
larger diameter drill (albeit at the cost of reduced depth resolution). Here, one measurement 
was made using a 2 mm diameter drill to a depth of 1 mm in increments of 0.05 mm. In addition, 
another measurement was carried out using a 4 mm drill to a depth of 2 mm in increments of 
0.1 mm. This was to cross the clad/substrate interface.  Since the drilling is destructive, 
measurements were made at two different locations on the centreline of the rail 20-50 mm from 
the transverse edges (see Figure 1B for the location of the measurements). It is assumed that 
the cladding process was approximately steady-state over the length of the specimen, the two 
measurements should be comparable.  
IDHD is performed by drilling a pilot hole with a nominal diameter of 1.5 mm through the 
component and measuring its diameter with an air probe. Stress relief is then applied by 
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trepanning a concentric ring of 5mm internal diameter around the pilot hole using electron-
discharge machining, after which the diameter of the pilot hole is re-measured. The distortion 
of the pilot hole after trepanning can then be used to calculate the original residual stresses in 
the material[36]. Previous comparison between the IDHD and neutron diffraction 
measurements have shown good agreements [34,36–38]. Here, pilot hole measurements have 
been made at increments of 0.1 mm. The IDHD measurement was done at the same location 
as the neutron measurements on SALSA at the half-length of the sample (Figure 1A). 
2.3. Non-destructive Stress Measurements 
Neutron diffraction was used to measure the residual stress non-destructively through the depth 
of the specimen as well as its variation as a result of applying load. The short duration of the 
awarded beamtimes necessitated using two different instruments for each part of the 
experiment.  SALSA, at the Institut Laue-Langevin, was used for depth measurement and 
ENGINX, at ISIS neutron source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratories for in-situ loading 
measurements. The two instruments have similarities and differences which are high-lighted 
below. 
In both instruments the measurement location is defined by slits and/or collimators on the 
incident and diffracted beams. Strain in the region that is both exposed to neutrons and visible 
to the detector is measured (see Figure 2). At a diffraction angle near 90º this results in a near 
cuboid interaction volume. The direction of the measured strain is determined by the scattering 
vector, which is the bisector of the incoming and diffracted beams. 
All diffraction methods measure stress in a crystalline material by determining the lattice 
spacing, d. The sample is exposed to a beam of neutrons which then scatter from the crystal 
lattice and interfere resulting in peaks of high intensity that can be measured by a detector. At 
SALSA a monochromatic neutron beam is used, and diffraction peaks occurs at different angles 
corresponding to different crystal planes. Only a small portion of the angular range can be 
sampled by the position sensitive detector so only one reflection is measured. The 
corresponding plane spacing is obtained by measuring the diffraction angle 2� and using the 
Bragg relation �∃%& = �/2sin�, where (hkl) is the Miller indices of the diffraction plane. The 
(211) plane was used which has a nominal 2� =83º at a wavelength of 0.15 nm (the wavelength 
used at SALSA). When a strain is present the lattice spacing shifts and this manifests as a 
change in 2�. The strain is calculated via the relation 
� = �∃%& − �/∃%&�0∃%&  
where �/∃%&is the lattice spacing in an otherwise identical sample not subject to a stress and � is 
the strain perpendicular to [hkl] plane. �/∃%& can vary due to composition differences and so 
needs to be measured as a function of depth in clads. Dependency of �/∃%& with chemical 
composition through the samples depth was identified by making a thin (~2mm) slice of rail 
and adding comb shape cuts to relieve any remaining macroscopic stresses (Figure 3). 
The ENGINX instrument uses a neutron beam with a range of wavelengths from 0.05 – 0.6 nm 
and a fixed diffraction angle (90º). Neutrons are discriminated by their energy, which manifests 
as changes in flight time t since �∃%& = �(�, sin �). In this approach, it is possible to measure 
multiple (hkl) reflections at the same time.  Commonly, the unit cell parameter (a in a cubic 
material like steel) is obtained by simultaneously fitting all reflections to a crystallographic 
model using GSAS [39]. The strain is then calculated via � = (� − �/)/�/	. The same sliced 
comb shape sample that was used in SALSA was also used in ENGINX to measure �/, the 
unstressed unit cell parameter. 
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Calculations of stress require multiple strain components, so the sample was rotated, and repeat 
measurements made. It was assumed the principal stress directions aligned with the coordinate 
system shown in Figure 1 i.e. the obvious sample symmetry. Under these conditions the 
principle stress components are obtained via 
�9 = �
∃%&
1 + �∃%& >�9 +
�∃%&
1 − 2�∃%& (�? + �≅ + �Α)Β 
where �∃%&and �∃%&are plane dependent elastic diffraction and Poisson ratio constants, �9 	(� = 1, 2, 3) are principle stresses and �9 	(� = 1, 2, 3) are their corresponding principle 
strains.  For the SALSA experiment, which used the (211) reflection, �∃%& = 225	���	and �∃%& = 0.28 were calculated using the ISODEC program [40]. For the ISIS experiment, 
where multiple reflections are used, it is reasonable to use macroscopic elastic constants 
where �∃%&is replaced by E=207 GPa and �∃%& by � = 0.3 [41]. 
In a clad the interaction volume passes through two interfaces: air/clad and clad/substrate. 
Diffraction is inherently phase selective so this can lead to partial filling of the volume and 
spurious strains [42,43]. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 4A. If the volumes are 
entirely within either clad or substrate the real centre of mass matches the apparent one. If the 
volume is partially in the air, then there can be no diffraction from part of the volume and centre 
of mass shifts. This changes the real depth of the measurement but also the diffraction angle - 
resulting in false strains. A similar effect could happen at the clad/substrate interface. Since the 
clad and substrate have the same ferritic crystal structure we expect the same diffraction pattern 
albeit shifted due to differences in chemistry. If the shift is large we might see two peaks and 
get a false strain from both. Smaller shifts lead to overlaid peaks that are hard to fit with simple 
functions.  Figure 4B shows examples of peaks from the clad, the substrate and on the interface. 
The martensitic clad has broader peaks than the substrate and this increased the required count 
times. Fortunately, there is no evidence that the peaks from martensitic and pearlitic steels (i.e. 
the clad and the rail) are splitting and a Gaussian function appear to appropriately fit the peaks 
at all depths. Near the surface and the interface the peaks are both notably broader (high σ) and 
lower intensity (I) than in the substrate, leading to higher uncertainty in lattice parameter and 
hence strain. 
Some caution is needed when evaluating the error in stress. An estimate of the uncertainty in 
the lattice parameter measurement is derived from the peak fit and this can be readily 
propagated through the strain and stress calculations. However, a single measured �/∃%& value 
is used at each depth, so the errors in strain are not independent. Neglecting the error in �/∃%& 
significantly underestimates the error in stress. Methods are available to account for this (e.g. 
[42,44,45]). Here we have used the ‘uncertainties’ python package that propagates all errors 
through stress calculations [46]. 
The focus of the SALSA measurements was to quantify the as clad residual stresses as a 
function of depth from 0.4 mm in the clad to 4 mm in the substrate. Reducing acquisition times 
was achieved by increasing the size of the interaction volume at depths where spatial resolution 
was less important starting with 0.6×2×2 mm3 in the clad to 0.6×10×10 mm3 in the substrate 
(see Table 1 for details of the measurements). A small volume was used in the clad, where high 
stress gradients are expected, and a larger one in the substrate (depth>1.5 mm), where the stress 
gradient is essentially zero. The stress field was expected to be in-plane biaxial so the 
interaction volume could be extended in the x or y directions without error. The lattice 
parameter was measured at 16 locations between 0.4 and 4 mm below the clad surface. Some 
measurements were made closer to the surface but the strain error introduced by partial filling 
proved excessive. To calculate stress, three measurements of strain were needed, and this 
required sample rotation, realignment and repetition of the scan details of which can be found 
elsewhere [47]. 
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The ENGINX experiments were used to determine how the residual stress changed under cyclic 
loading. The initial residual stress was measured at three depths in the centre-point of the rail: 
in the clad (z = 0.7 mm), on the clad-substrate interface (z = 1.2 mm), and in the substrate close 
to the clad (z = 1.7 mm) to verify the SALSA measurements. ENGINX has two detectors with 
orthogonal scattering vectors so only two rotations were needed to quantify the stresses from 
three (longitudinal x, transverse y, and normal z components of strain – see Figure 1). The 
sample was then subjected to repeated four-point bending, such that the clad layer was in 
tension. The load was configured to cycle to a maximum surface tensile stress of 250±10 MPa 
from a minimum of 25 MPa (i.e. R = 0.1). The distance between the inner supports was 120 
mm and that of outer supports 200 mm. This load was chosen as it was expected to cause yield 
at the interface and hence redistribute the residual stress. Measurements were made on the 
sample before loading and after 1, 10 and 100 cycles. Due to time constraints during the 
beamtime, only measurement of the longitudinal strain was possible following the set of 100 
cycles, so the stress is unknown. The lattice parameter was measured on the same comb shape 
slice of rail used for the SALSA measurements. 
3. Results 
3.1. Semi-destructive measurements  
The residual stress profiles measured by the two ICHD drill sizes and IDHD are shown in 
Figure 5. There seems to be a discrepancy between the three measurements although this is 
likely due to differences in each technique’s resolution. In all cases, there is negligible 
difference between the two in-plane stress components. No shear stress was measured, 
indicating that the x and y directions of the imposed coordinate system do match the principal 
axes. The ICHD measurement with the small (2mm) drill shows nearly zero in-plane stress at 
the surface, which increases to a compressive stress greater than -700 MPa at 0.8 mm depth. 
The stress then reduces slightly nearer the interface. The ICHD with the larger drill can measure 
deeper, indicating that the stress tends towards zero in the substrate. However, this 
measurement does not show the same magnitude of compressive stress in the clad. Most likely, 
the differences arise from the reduced spatial resolution of the larger drill, where an averaging 
effect means the gradients are missed. The inability of semi-destructive techniques in 
measuring steep stress gradients near the interfaces has been seen and discussed by other 
research’s [48]. The IDHD measurements also show the stress tending towards zero in the 
substrate and the stress gradient is effectively zero by 4mm depth. The stresses in the clad, 
while also compressive, are rather lower than both ICHD measurements. There is a minor local 
drop at 0.9 mm depth, but, as with the larger ICHD drill, it appears the gradients are too strong 
to capture with this technique. Further, the surface stresses are not expected to be reliable due 
to the lack of sensitivity of IDHD near a surface [49]. 
These stress profiles measured by semi-destructive were used to plan the time constrained 
neutron measurements e.g. there is no need to measure at depths below 4mm and the greatest 
uncertainty is in the clad where resolution is required.  
3.2. Non-destructive measurement  
The lattice spacing was measured in the stress-free d0 sample as a function of depth below the 
clad surface (i.e. along the normal z direction). In all cases, the lattice parameter was measured 
in the x-direction since in this geometry the value is less sensitive to partial filling. Figure 6 
shows the measured lattice spacing with depth as measured on the SALSA instrument. 
Unsurprisingly, it is constant in the substrate (only a portion is shown here, although 
measurements were taken down to 19 mm depth). The lattice parameter increases rapidly near 
the interface and in the clad. The variation is smooth across the interface, which can be mostly 
attributed to averaging over the interaction volume. A simple prediction is shown where a step 
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function is used for the assumed �/∃%& in the clad and substrate (i.e. no mixing at the interface) 
and smoothing derived by the weighted average lattice parameter within the interaction 
volume.  
Experimentally, it was difficult to ensure the location of the measurements in the rail perfectly 
align with those in the unstressed sample. Therefore, values for �/∃%&, and its uncertainty, were 
linearly interpolated. It was assumed the uncertainty was depth dependent (it is observably 
greater in the clad than the substrate) and that interpolated values are representative of the real 
error. For the substrate (i.e. z > 1.6 mm), an average was taken over the range 1.6-19 mm. 
Figure 7 shows the residual stresses in the principal directions as a function of depth below the 
clad surface as measured by SALSA instrument. While measurements were attempted closer 
than 0.4 mm from the surface, these exhibited large uncertainties and physically implausible 
values. Examination of the spectra suggests this is primarily a result of poor counting statistics 
rather than partial filling of the interaction volume. The in-plane stresses (��, ��) are essentially 
equi-biaxial similar to that measured by the semi-destructive techniques. The stresses are 
slightly compressive near the surface and increase in magnitude to reach a strongly 
compressive stress of -600 MPa at 1mm depth. The interface is nominally at 1.2 mm depth, 
although it oscillates between 1.1 and 1.3 mm, suggesting the peak stresses are in the 
martensitic clad, which exists in a state of high compression. The stress components reduce 
rapidly at greater depths and reach zero by 1.4 mm depth.  A small maximum in tensile stress 
is seen at 1.5 mm depth and then the stresses settle to 50 MPa by 3 mm depth.  
The out-of-plane stress component (�Μ) has the same form, albeit less compressive in the clad. 
Stress in this direction should tend towards zero at the surface which seems to be satisfied in 
Figure 7 given the error bars. Near the nominal interface, the stress is essentially hydrostatic in 
character. The error bars, arising from uncertainty in peak position (for both the measurements 
and the unstressed lattice parameter), are small in the substrate (1 std ~35 MPa) but 
considerably larger in the clad (1 std ~ 150 MPa). This occurs through a combination of worse 
counting statistics, due to the smaller interaction volume, and wider peak width in the 
martensite clad. There is no discontinuity in stress at the nominal interface, which confirms the 
assumption that partial filling of the interaction volume by each material does not lead to 
spurious strain shifts.  
The stress was only measured at three locations using the ENGINX instrument i.e. in the clad, 
the substrate and at the interface. Comparing the initial stress components before loading, it 
was observed that the ENGINX measurements are consistently much more compressive than 
the SALSA data, showing a maximum compressive stress in excess of -800 MPa which is 
physically impossible as the material ultimate strength is -700 MPa difficult to reconcile with 
the expected boundary condition at the surface (i.e. zero stress). It was therefore concluded that 
the d0 measurements carried out at ENGINX were erroneous. Moving all the stress values up 
by 350 MPa to match the as-clad residual stress measurement in the clad between ENGINX 
and SALSA measurement results in much more agreement between the results obtained at the 
two instruments as shown in Figure 8.  
The effect of cyclic loading on the redistribution of residual stress is shown in Figure 9. It can 
be seen that cycling does alter the stress, although the change is not large relative to the 
uncertainty of the measurements. The shift is greatest in the clad and negligible in the substrate.  
Surprisingly, considering the initially compressive stress state and tensile cyclic stress, the shift 
is towards greater compression after cycling. The greatest change occurs in longitudinal 
direction (��) during the first loading cycle with the stress changing by approximately -150 
MPa. Subsequent cycles have negligible effect as any change is well within error bar limits. In 
the transverse direction ��, the major change occurs in the clad between 1 cycle and 10 cycles 
of loading and is of comparable magnitude (~130MPa). 
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The sample was also loaded for 100 cycles, although time limitations meant that it was only 
possible to obtain a set of measurements in the longitudinal direction. These strains alone 
cannot be converted to a stress tensor. However, it could be assumed that the redistribution of 
the strain components that were not measured, follow the same trend as previous loadings with 
a magnitude estimated from the longitudinal component that was measured.  Such assumption 
results in a stress field within the error bars of the stress field measured after10 cycles. This 
demonstrates that most of the change occurs after the first cycle. The additional cycles after the 
first cycle caused almost no change in strain.  This can be seen clearly in Figure 10 which 
shows the evolution of measured longitudinal strain component as function depth in as-clad 
condition and after 1, 10, and 100 cycles of loading.  
4. Discussion 
The residual stress field arising from cladding process of a rail and its redistribution as a result 
of cyclic loading has been characterised in this work comprehensively. Using various semi-
destructive and none-destructive methods (at two different instruments) to measure the residual 
stresses has the added benefit of exploring the strengths and weaknesses of each technique. It 
might be expected the methods are complementary each other but there are multiple sources of 
uncertainty and it may not be always possible to adequately resolve any discrepancies. If the 
longitudinal stress component taken, for example, the values measured by all the techniques 
are in general agreement as they all show compressive stresses within the clad that reach a 
maximum at a depth just below the nominal interface. The agreement between various 
techniques differ at different measurement points. For example, the IDHD agrees with the 
SALSA data in the substrate (i.e. both indicate effectively zero longitudinal stress) but has poor 
agreement in the clad. This is expected as IDHD is known to be poor near the surface due to 
challenges in accurate hole drilling and measuring. The ICHD (2mm) and SALSA data have 
excellent agreement with respect to the peak compressive stress but they each appear to be 
offset in depth by around 0.2 mm. As mentioned above, the ENGINX data is in good agreement 
with the SALSA data from the point of view of changes in stress from point to point, but there 
is poor agreement between the absolute value of stress due to the erroneous d0 at ENGINX. 
This is corrected by shifting all the stress components up by a uniform value to match one 
measurement point between SALSA and ENGINX confirmed by the ICHD measurement. 
These issues highlight a problem and contradiction in using multiple measurement methods for 
residual stress. It is desirable to do so, since each method is susceptible to errors and 
uncertainties, and using several techniques will make this clear. However, rationalising these 
differences is challenging. An attempt of pulling all easements together is shown in Figure 11. 
In this figure the ICHD (2mm) data is shifted in depth by 0.2 mm. The rationale is that the 
interface depth varies between 1 and 1.4 mm across the surface and the ICHD measurements 
were done in a different location to the SALSA and IDHD measurements. After this shift, there 
is an excellent agreement between the two datasets of semi-destructive and non-destructive 
measurements. The IDHD measurement has simply been restricted to the substrate where it is 
expected to give valid data. While the ICHD data is shifted in depth, which may be due to 
changes in interface depth with position, there was no need to shift the ENGINX data to 
different depths despite this measurement occurring at an entirely different location to the 
SALSA/IDHD data.  
Beyond a comparison of the different techniques, the data is important in and of itself. The 
cladding possesses a compressive stress state of relatively high magnitude, while the substrate 
is moderately tensile in nature. This is may have a positive effect on the fatigue behaviour of 
the rail as a compressive residual stress reduces the peak tensile stress experienced by the rail 
although it can have a negative effect on its rolling cycle fatigue as it algebraically increases 
the compressive stress arising from rail-wheel interaction [9]. As the clad is made of a 
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martensitic steel, it is likely that the volume changes associated with the transformation into 
martensite has caused the compressive residual stresses, supporting previous research [50]. 
There is evidence that suggests an increase in magnitude of compressive residual stresses can 
improve fatigue resistance by increasing the number of cycles before cracks start forming [51]. 
In addition, it may provide more resistance to damage formation [52]. This supports an 
observation by Ringsberg, where a clad of one variety remained undamaged but ended up 
delaminating from the substrate [9] although other work by Niederhauser and Karlsson shows 
no cracking at the interface and a strong bond after fatigue tests [53]. In addition, research by 
Sun [54] has shown reduced performance in fatigue loaded specimens where the clad has a 
compressive residual stress compared to an untreated substrate material, however this was on 
tensile fatigue specimens and may not be representative of the loading situation on a real rail 
track. Nevertheless, it is important to realise that even if this particular clad material reduces 
the risk of one mode of failure, it may enhance a different mode of failure. 
Work was performed to verify the response of the residual stress state in cladded rail to a cyclic, 
four-point bend load. Results have suggested that within the first 10 cycles, the stresses within 
the rail reach a steady state. Most change was experienced within the clad, which is expected 
as it sees the highest magnitude of applied stress superimposed on to the residual stresses. 
Furthermore, in the longitudinal direction there was the greatest change in stress in the first 
cycle, with subsequent cycles showing a little further change although well within the error 
bounds. A comparison of strain measured in this direction after the 100th cycle displays no 
change in strain and hence it can be concluded that steady state has been reached.  
5. Conclusion 
Residual stresses have been measured in rail coated using laser cladding to characterise the 
cladding. Measurements were made using neutron diffraction, incremental centre-hole drilling 
(ICHD) and deep-hole drilling (DHD) to assess their appropriateness for use on clad 
components of this kind. It was concluded that: 
• Caution is needed when combining results of multiple methods. Unless there is 
considerable overlap between location of measurements from different techniques, it 
would not be obvious how entirely independent measured residual stresses can be 
combined to get the full picture. 
• ICHD measurements with 2mm diameter drill had excellent agreement with neutron 
measurements. While ICHD with a larger diameter hole (4mm diameter) may enable 
deeper measurements to be made, it comes at the expense of capturing detail such as 
minima and maxima especially in clads where there is significant strain gradients. 
• Neutron diffraction measurements can be made with a high level of success in clad 
components as partial filling of the gauge volume may not be significant provided the 
two materials either side of the interface are of similar crystallographic structures.  
• The proposed martensitic steel used to clad the rail has a compressive residual stress 
induced in it by the cladding process which suggest this may have a beneficial effect 
on the rail fatigue performance. However, the stress state at the interface is triaxial in 
nature and therefore it is necessary to consider other modes of damage such as 
delamination at the clad-substrate interface  
• Measurements made on rail samples that have been subject to cyclic four-point bending 
suggest that the residual stress state does redistribute as result of service loading but 
reaches a steady state after a low number of cycles and steady accumulation of strain 
with each cycle does not occur with this combination of materials. 
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Interaction volume (mm) 
Width/depth Height 
SALSA 
d0 (all) 0.4-1.4 x 
0.6 
2 
Clad 0.4-1.4 x, z 10 
Clad 0.4-1.4 y 10 
d0 (all) 1.4-19 x 
2 
2 
Substrate 1.4-4 x, z 10 
Substrate 1.4-4 y 20 
 d0 0.7, 1.2, 1.7 x  2 
ENGINX Clad 0.7 
x, z 0.5 20  Interface 1.2 
 Substrate 1.7 
 Clad 0.7 
y  10  Interface 1.2 
 Substrate 1.7 
 
Table 1 - Summary of neutron diffraction scans, including direction of measurement and the dimensions of the 





Figure 1 – Schematic of the tested specimens showing the salient dimensions, the location of the clad and the 





Figure 2 – Schematic of the diffraction setup on the SALSA beamline. The measurement volume is defined by 
the slit system, while the measurement direction (scattering vector) bisects the incoming and diffracted beams.  
Different directions are measured by rotating the sample such that the scattering vector is parallel to different axes 













































Figure 3 – Geometry of the sample from which the stress-free lattice spacing (d0) is measured. The low thickness 
and the teeth should ensure most long-range stress is relaxed. 
 
Figure 4 – A) Schematic illustrating partial filling of the measurement volume. The volumes on the right are fully 
immersed in either clad or substrate and do not lead to spurious strain. The others are partially filled and so the 
real depth will be different to the apparent depth. B) Examples of peaks from the clad, substrate and the interface 
demonstrating no evidence of an interface effect from sampling two different alloys (i.e. the peaks are Gaussian 


























Figure 5 – Residual stress with depth below the clad surface measured using ICHD to a depth of 1 mm using 2 
mm hole, ICHD to a depth of 2 mm using 4 mm hole and IDHD to a depth of 4 mm. The nominal depth of the 
clad is marked. The longitudinal (�Ν) and transverse (�Ο) stress components are indicated by solid and dashed 
lines, respectively, and it is clear the in-plane stress field is uniform. 
 
Figure 6 – The unstrained lattice parameter used for the strain calculation on SALSA. Measurements were made 
on the comb sample and only used fully immersed gauge volumes. Mapping on to the locations measured in the 
rail sample required interpolation. Spline interpolation was used in the clad while material deeper than 1.5 mm 
was assigned an average value from the substrate. Both the value and uncertainty were interpolated. The prediction 
is based on convolution of the sampling volume with a step function for d0 at the interface. 
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Figure 7 – Calculated residual stresses with respect to depth determined using neutron diffraction on SALSA 
(directions x, y = in-plane, z=out-of-plane).  
 




Figure 9 – The effect of applying 4-point bending on the residual stresses in the clad rail in the A) longitudinal 
(�Ν), B) transverse (�Ο) and C) normal (�Μ) directions. The dotted line with shaded regions represent the nominal 






Figure 10 – The longitudinal component of strain in the clad, measured using ENGINX, as a function of applied 
fatigue cycles. Strain data for 100 cycles was not available in the other two principal directions. The dashed lines 
are intended to guide the eye. 
 
Figure 11 – A comparison of the residual stress in the longitudinal direction of the clad and rail measured using 
multiple techniques 
B
